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About This Game

Only you can destroy the evil space baddies and rescue the King of the Earth's beloved biscuit tin! Blast your way through 28
varied levels full of enemies, traps, lasers and explosions in Son of Scoregasm, the fantastic new shoot-em-up from Charlie's
Games. Save the galaxy, rescue the biscuits, defeat the boss contraptions and challenge the world on the online leaderboards.

Features

 Fun and frantic twin stick gameplay

 28 varied levels

 7 different endings

 Expert difficulty for expert players

 Full Controller support

 Online rankings

 Biscuits!
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Title: Son of Scoregasm
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
R C Knight
Publisher:
Charlie's Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 compatible graphics card

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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son of scoregasm vita review. son of scoregasm (3.61 ) 3.65 vita

Quite cool, but waaaay to hard :(

Runs well on Linux and steam controller support is also nice.. Quite cool, but waaaay to hard :(

Runs well on Linux and steam controller support is also nice.. I'm not feeling this one. Son of Scoregasm just feels all too
standard, and not in a good way. The controls are tight, but the level design is all a bit sub-par. The artwork is meh. For those
that have played longer, if I am missing something, please let me know and I will revisit - but right now I just don't feel
compelled to keep grinding it out. The easy difficulty is, well, easy, and the harder ones just seem too masochistic for my
tastes.

Pros:
+The price point is fine, because if you get into it you will easily get your moneys worth

Cons:
-Everything is just too bland to be competitive in an overcrowded genre
-The artwork is too standard

I'd pass on this Son of Scoregasm.. A purist twin-stick shooter: each level challenges you to survive and to obtain maximum
points.
Graphically excellent, with glow effects that are somehow not distracting.
Played this on ubuntu linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers, and I saw no technical issues in-game.
Xbox-type gamepad controller worked great, as expected in a twin-stick.
However, this is a tough game with no handicaps like powerups and equipment drops. You will be playing these short levels
over and over until you get good enough or lucky enough, to avoid every single enemy. That gets old pretty quick, even at the
Easy difficulty setting.
I also found the game did not reset the graphics correctly, although I have hopes that the developer will fix this soon.
This is not a real deep game, there is no story or quest or legacy system, it is just a really fine twin-stick shooter mechanic
with stunning graphics. It is truely a winner, compared to other games in this style.. I'm not feeling this one. Son of
Scoregasm just feels all too standard, and not in a good way. The controls are tight, but the level design is all a bit sub-par.
The artwork is meh. For those that have played longer, if I am missing something, please let me know and I will revisit - but
right now I just don't feel compelled to keep grinding it out. The easy difficulty is, well, easy, and the harder ones just seem
too masochistic for my tastes.

Pros:
+The price point is fine, because if you get into it you will easily get your moneys worth

Cons:
-Everything is just too bland to be competitive in an overcrowded genre
-The artwork is too standard

I'd pass on this Son of Scoregasm.
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I'm so glad there's people like Charlie Knight out there that keep up the good tradition of British programmers to produce
insaely colorful and difficult shoot'em ups. Small price, small download, honest twin-stick shooting fun. Just like Jeff Minter at
his best.. A purist twin-stick shooter: each level challenges you to survive and to obtain maximum points.
Graphically excellent, with glow effects that are somehow not distracting.
Played this on ubuntu linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers, and I saw no technical issues in-game.
Xbox-type gamepad controller worked great, as expected in a twin-stick.
However, this is a tough game with no handicaps like powerups and equipment drops. You will be playing these short levels over
and over until you get good enough or lucky enough, to avoid every single enemy. That gets old pretty quick, even at the Easy
difficulty setting.
I also found the game did not reset the graphics correctly, although I have hopes that the developer will fix this soon.
This is not a real deep game, there is no story or quest or legacy system, it is just a really fine twin-stick shooter mechanic with
stunning graphics. It is truely a winner, compared to other games in this style.. A purist twin-stick shooter: each level challenges
you to survive and to obtain maximum points.
Graphically excellent, with glow effects that are somehow not distracting.
Played this on ubuntu linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers, and I saw no technical issues in-game.
Xbox-type gamepad controller worked great, as expected in a twin-stick.
However, this is a tough game with no handicaps like powerups and equipment drops. You will be playing these short levels over
and over until you get good enough or lucky enough, to avoid every single enemy. That gets old pretty quick, even at the Easy
difficulty setting.
I also found the game did not reset the graphics correctly, although I have hopes that the developer will fix this soon.
This is not a real deep game, there is no story or quest or legacy system, it is just a really fine twin-stick shooter mechanic with
stunning graphics. It is truely a winner, compared to other games in this style.. Great twin stick sequel to a great twin stick first
game. Scoregasm 2 is more of the same Scoregasm goodness and that's just fine by me. Perfect for minimalist shooter fans..
Managed to beat every boss of this game. Brilliant twin-stick shooter and excellent follow up to Scoregasm. I like how the game
uses the multiplier to encourage you to make use of both the all-range and aimed fire attack in combination. Some of the later
and harder stages I found a bit too overwhelming with almost no clear pattern, but beating those on normal difficulty felt so
rewarding.. Managed to beat every boss of this game. Brilliant twin-stick shooter and excellent follow up to Scoregasm. I like
how the game uses the multiplier to encourage you to make use of both the all-range and aimed fire attack in combination.
Some of the later and harder stages I found a bit too overwhelming with almost no clear pattern, but beating those on normal
difficulty felt so rewarding.. I'm so glad there's people like Charlie Knight out there that keep up the good tradition of British
programmers to produce insaely colorful and difficult shoot'em ups. Small price, small download, honest twin-stick shooting
fun. Just like Jeff Minter at his best.
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